This study shows that individual investors systematically shift their preferences across extreme style portfolios (small vs. large, value vs. growth). These preference shifts are influenced by past style returns and earnings differentials, and advice from investment newsletters, but are unaffected by innovations in macroeconomic variables or shifts in expectations about future cash flows. Furthermore, investors' dynamic style preferences influence returns along multiple dimensions: i) the contemporaneous relation between style returns and style-level preference shifts is strong, ii) there is weak evidence of style return predictability, and iii) the correlations among stocks within a style increase when investors move into or out of the style with greater intensity. Overall, the results indicate that stock categorization influences investors' portfolio decisions and stock returns.
I. Introduction
Investors are likely to use stock categories (or styles) to simplify their asset allocation and diversification decisions.
1 Such behavior might be rooted in individuals' desire to use categories to develop compact representations (or mental models) of the complex environment around them, which can simplify the decision-making process (Holland, Holyoak, Nisbett, and Thagard (1986) , Mullainathan (2002) ). 2 The strong demand for categories in the financial marketplace is evident from the large number of mutual funds that follow distinct investment styles such as growth, value, growth and income, etc., and that cater to the demands of both individual and institutional investors (see, e.g., Brown and Goetzmann (1997) , Fung and Hsieh (1997) , and Chan, Chen, and Lakonishok (2002) ).
Anecdotal accounts of the investment patterns of individual investors also suggest that investors often grow enthusiastic about certain stock categories or styles (see, e.g., Shiller (1988) , Malkiel (1996) ). A variety of mechanisms can induce such systematic cross-sectional preference shifts across the style categories. For instance, relative performance chasing can induce a strong preference for certain styles. There are large differences among the performance levels of commonly used and relatively easy-to-define equity styles. In 1999, growth stocks outperformed value stocks by a margin of 27%. But in 2000, the growth-value performance differential reversed, and value stocks outperformed growth stocks by a margin of 30%. Such dramatic style performance differentials can induce investors to gravitate toward the superior performing style.
3 Furthermore, changing fashions and fads (Shiller (1984) , (1988) ) can induce a large number of investors to become excessively optimistic or pessimistic about a particular equity style.
Style-based investing is another potential source of systematic preference shifts from one extreme style portfolio to another (Bernstein (1995) , Barberis and Shleifer (2003) ), where investors allocate their funds at a style level instead of an individual asset level. 4 Style investors first fix their total allocations in different asset classes, and then, within an asset class, they reallocate funds across the extreme style portfolios based on the relative performance of the two styles.
Systematic preference shifts across extreme style portfolios can also be induced by changes in stock fundamentals. The present value model of security valuation posits that the current price of a stock reflects the discounted present value of expected future cash flows. Investors who adopt this model would exhibit systematic style-level preference shifts if their expectations about future cash flows of stocks belonging to a style pair (e.g., small and large, growth and value, etc.) diverge in a systematic and predictable manner.
Regardless of the mechanisms that drive investors to shift their style-level preferences, if those preference shifts are coordinated and systematic, they can 2 In one of the earliest applications of categorization to finance, Gruber (1970), (1971) emphasized the importance of forming groups of stocks for improved asset allocation and more accurate predictions of future earnings. 3 In the context of mutual funds, Cooper, Gulen, and Rau (2005) find that when funds change their names to associate themselves more closely with the "hot" style (i.e., a style that has performed exceptionally well in the short run), there is a significant increase in the inflow into those funds. 4 Typically, a style-based investment strategy uses a style pair containing a main style and a competing style (Barberis and Shleifer (2003) ). The style that competes for investors' funds is quite often a twin style that has characteristics diagonally opposite to those of the main style. For instance, a value (high book-to-market (B/M)) and growth (low B/M) style pair are twin styles of each other along the B/M dimension. Equity-based styles popular among investment professionals (Bernstein (1995) , Tanous (1997), pp. 257-279) include styles that focus on small-cap stocks, large-cap stocks, value stocks, growth stocks, low beta stocks, high dividend-yield stocks, etc.
generate price pressure that might not be fully absorbed by the forces of arbitrage. Consequently, shifts in investors' style-level preferences can have a perceptible impact on stock returns.
In this study, I examine the time-varying style preferences of more than 60,000 individual investors with accounts at a large U.S. discount brokerage house. I focus on two broad issues: First, I directly examine whether investors' preferences shift systematically across style portfolios and whether those preference shifts influence stock returns. Next, I identify the factors that induce style-level preference shifts. The set of potential determinants includes macroeconomic variables, shifts in investors' expectations about stocks' future cash flows, "expert" advice from investment newsletters, and past returns as well as earnings.
The results indicate that the process of categorization is likely to be an important aspect of investors' portfolio decisions. Specifically, I find that investors' enthusiasm and dislike for extreme style portfolios are strongly negatively correlated, which suggests that they are likely to perceive extreme style portfolios as special portfolios. When investors grow bullish about a certain style, such as small-cap or value, they grow relatively less bullish (or bearish) about the opposite style (i.e., large-cap and growth, respectively), and vice versa.
The strong negative correlations are surprising and cannot be explained by pure substitution effects because when investors grow bullish about a particular style, there is no obvious reason for them to grow less bullish (or bearish) about its opposite style. They could have grown relatively less enthusiastic about all the remaining styles. While this evidence does not explicitly show that investors reallocate funds across extreme style portfolios, the evidence is consistent with one of the main assumptions of the style investing model proposed in Barberis and Shleifer (2003) .
To examine whether investors' systematic style-level preference shifts influence returns, I estimate a five-factor time series model. In this model, the first three factors (RMRF, SMB, and HML) are the standard Fama-French factors (Fama and French (1992) ), the fourth factor (UMD) is the momentum factor (Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) , Carhart (1997) ), and the fifth factor is the style preference shift differential (SPSD) variable, which captures individual investors' cross-sectional preference shifts.
The multifactor model estimation results indicate that the contemporaneous relation between monthly style returns and the monthly SPSD is significantly positive. More importantly, I find that SPSD has incremental explanatory power over the four standard risk factors for explaining style returns. I also find that the explanatory power of SPSD is time-varying, where it becomes stronger when the individual investor concentration increases within a style portfolio. Furthermore, the strength of return comovements within a particular style increases when investors move into or out of the style with greater intensity. These asset pricing results are broadly consistent with the "habitat" model of returns comovement proposed in Barberis, Shleifer, and Wurgler (2005) .
To examine whether investors' style-level preference shifts can predict returns, I estimate a first-order vector autoregression (VAR) estimation model. I find that past style returns and style-level preference shifts predict future style-level shifts. There is also weak evidence of style return predictability using the lagged SPSD variable. For the small-cap-large-cap style pair, the small-cap-large-cap lagged preference shift differential can predict the current style return differential, but there is no evidence of predictability for the growth-value style pair.
Examining the determinants of investors' changing style preferences, I find that those shifts are sensitive to past style returns, past earnings momentum differentials (EMDs), and the differential style-level sentiment shifts among investment newsletter analysts. Individual investors grow more bullish about the style that is favored relatively more heavily by newsletters in the previous month. This behavior generates a pattern of strongly persistent preference shifts that can be predicted using past style return differentials. In contrast, I find that investors' style-level preference shifts are not influenced by innovations in macroeconomic variables or shifts in investors' expectations about stocks' future cash flows.
Collectively, these results indicate that shifts in investors' style-level preferences influence stock returns along style-based attributes (value vs. growth, small vs. large). Furthermore, the evidence indicates that stock price movements induced by individual investors' changing style preferences are more closely aligned with style performance chasing and less aligned with innovations in macroeconomic variables or shifts in investors' expectations about stocks' future cash flows.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, I provide a brief review of the literature on demand-driven stock price movements. In Section III, I describe the data and provide evidence of systematic preference shifts across extreme style portfolios. In Section IV, I identify the main determinants of investors' changing style preferences. In Section V, I examine the impact of those changing preferences on stock returns, and finally, I conclude in Section VI with a brief summary of the paper.
II. Theoretical Motivation and Related Literature
According to the efficient markets view of stock price movements, the stock price at any given instant reflects its fundamental valuation (i.e., discounted present value of the optimal forecasts of future cash flows) accurately, and movements in stock prices result either from revisions in the fundamental values induced by the release of new information or from changes in the discount rates. In this ideal market environment where infinitely powerful arbitrage forces operate, any mispricing (i.e., price deviation from a rational assessment of a stock's fundamental value) is quickly corrected by the actions of rational arbitrageurs. Therefore, demand shocks cannot influence stock prices, and stocks have flat aggregate demand curves.
An alternative view of stock price movements (e.g., Shiller (1988 ), Shleifer (2000 ) assumes that there are two broad types of investors: i) relatively less sophisticated or ordinary investors (e.g., individual investors or noise traders), whose time-varying demands for risky assets are not based on optimal forecasts of expected returns; and ii) relatively more sophisticated or smart investors (e.g., institutional investors or arbitrageurs), who respond to optimal forecasts of expected returns. The theory also posits that arbitrage is limited because arbitrageurs have limited capital and limited investment horizons, and because they are unable to accurately predict the preference shifts of relatively less sophisticated investors (Shleifer and Vishny (1997) ). As a result, stocks have downward sloping demand curves (e.g., Shleifer (1986) , Wurgler and Zhuravskaya (2002) ). In this scenario, along with stock fundamentals and macroeconomic variables, the coordinated demand shifts of relatively less sophisticated investors (i.e., individual investors) have the potential to influence stock returns. The asset pricing tests in the paper are motivated by this alternative theory of returns formation.
While several studies (e.g., Shiller (1981) , Roll (1984 Roll ( ), (1988 , Summers (1986) , French and Roll (1986) , and Cutler, Poterba, and Summers (1989) ) provide pieces of evidence that are consistent with the efficient markets view of price movements, the empirical evidence in support of the alternative view of stock price movements is mounting. A growing number of studies suggest that coordinated demand shifts among individual assets or broad asset classes can affect asset returns. In one of the earliest studies, Kraus and Stoll (1972) examined the impact of institutional block trades on stock prices. Other studies provide both time series and cross-sectional evidence of the impact of institutional trades and demand shifts on stock prices.
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Prior studies have also documented that asset returns are influenced by changing asset demands due to changing demographic characteristics of the economy (Bakshi and Chen (1994) , Poterba (2001), and Goyal (2004) ). In the mutual fund market, fund flows and demand shifts driven by herding among mutual fund managers have an impact on stock returns (e.g., Warther (1995) , Wermers (1999) , Goetzmann and Massa (2003) , and Gemmill and Thomas (2002) ). And in a slightly broader setting, Boyer and Zheng (2004) find that flows among various investment sectors can affect returns.
A growing number of studies show that investor sentiment and heterogeneity in investors' beliefs could affect stock returns. 6 More recently, Frazzini and Lamont (2008) show that demand shifts induced by reallocations across mutual funds move stock prices away from their fundamental values. In related studies, Froot, O'Connell, and Seasholes (2001) provide evidence of persistence in international portfolio flows and show that flows have some ability to predict future returns, while Chordia, Roll, and Subrahmanyam (2002) find that order imbalances affect aggregate market returns.
Like these previous studies, I also examine whether demand shocks induced by systematic investor behavior influence returns. However, I focus on the demand shocks induced by individual investors' preference shifts across extreme style portfolios. To the best of my knowledge, this paper is the first to provide empirical evidence of systematic style-level preference shifts among individual investors and to examine the impact of those preference shifts on stock returns. This paper is also related to recent studies that examine the implications of style-motivated investment behavior. For instance, Teo and Woo (2004) investigate the profitability of style-level momentum and contrarian trading strategies. And using data on stock additions (deletions) into (from) the S&P 500 index, Barberis et al. (2005) examine shifts in the degree of returns comovements when a stock enters or leaves the S&P 500 index. In two contemporaneous studies, Froot and Teo (2008) provide evidence of style-based reallocations among institutional investors, and Boyer (2006) shows that style-induced trading can induce comovements among stocks that belong to a style.
With a focus on the cross-sectional preference shifts across equity styles and the behavior of individual investors, my paper complements the results from these related studies and adds to the emerging literature on sentiment or demandinduced stock price movements. More importantly, the monthly portfolio holdings data allow me to provide a direct and relatively more accurate characterization of individual investor preference shifts across extreme style portfolios. They also allow me to examine more precisely the impact of cross-sectional preference shifts on returns.
III. Dynamic Style Preferences of Individual Investors
A variety of style pairs can be identified using one or more stock characteristics such as market capitalization, B/M ratio, market beta, etc. However, to eliminate any data mining concerns, I consider the two most popular (Bernstein (1995) , Tanous (1997) , pp. 257-279) style pairs: i) small-cap and large-cap and ii) growth and value. In both of these style pairs, one style is the twin style (Barberis and Shleifer (2003) ) of the other (i.e., the two styles in the style pair have diagonally opposite characteristics).
A. Data and Summary Statistics
The primary data for the empirical analysis consist of trades and monthly portfolio positions of retail investors at a major U.S. discount brokerage house for the period 1991 to 1996. There are 77,995 households in the database, but I focus on the behavior of 62,387 investors who invest directly in equities. An average investor holds a four-stock portfolio (median is three) with an average size of $35,629 (median is $13,869). A typical investor executes an average of nine trades per year (median is five), where the average trade size is $8,779 (median is $5,239). The average monthly portfolio turnover rate (the average of purchase and sales turnover rates) is 6.59% (median is 2.53%) among investors in the sample. Additional details on the investor database are available in Barber and Odean (2000) .
The empirical analysis in the paper is based on the assumption that individual investors in the sample are representative of the overall population of U.S. individual investors. Comparisons with other representative data sets such as the Survey of Consumer Finances (SCF), Trade and Quote (TAQ), and that of the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) indicate that there is a fairly good match between the portfolio and trading characteristics of sample investors and representative U.S. households. Ivković, Poterba, and Weisbenner (2005) find that the distribution of stock holding periods in the IRS and brokerage data sets are very similar. Barber et al. (2009a) find that the characteristics of trades by brokerage investors are very similar to the small trades time series in TAQ. Graham and Kumar (2006) and Ivković, Sialm, and Weisbenner (2008) make comparisons with the SCF and provide additional evidence on the representativeness of the brokerage data. Overall, the individual investor sample closely resembles the U.S. individual investor population along many important dimensions.
In addition to the brokerage data, I obtain the stock recommendations of a large number of investment newsletters that primarily target individual investors. The data set is compiled by Hulbert Financial Digest, and it consists of specific stock-portfolio recommendations. A newsletter either explicitly recommends a portfolio of stocks or provides a ranked list of stocks that can be used to construct a portfolio. 7 There are 269 newsletter analysts in my sample, and these analysts made 267,278 recommendations on 4,548 stocks during the 1991 to 1996 sample period. The set contains 132,872 negative and 134,406 positive recommendations. A typical newsletter analyst made 994 recommendations during the sample period (median is 147). A quarter of them made fewer than 38 recommendations, 5% of them made more than 3,600 recommendations, while the most active newsletter analyst issued 35,539 recommendations.
Several other standard data sets are used in this study. I obtain quarterly earnings and analysts' earnings forecast revisions from the Institutional Brokers Estimate System (IBES). For each stock in the sample, I obtain prices and returns data from the Center for Research on Security Prices (CRSP), the market capitalization and the book value of common equity data from COMPUSTAT, and monthly macroeconomic data from Datastream. Last, I obtain the monthly time series of the three Fama-French factors (Fama and French (1992) ), the momentum factor, the monthly New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) size breakpoints, and the monthly B/M breakpoints from Kenneth French's data library.
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B. Aggregate Style Preference Measures
To examine whether individual investors systematically shift their preferences across style portfolios, I first define style portfolios, which represent the "extreme" portfolios along firm size and B/M dimensions. At the end of each month, using the NYSE breakpoints, I rank all CRSP stocks on the basis of their most recent month's market capitalization and B/M values. Each stock is then classified into a size and a B/M decile. The B/M decile 1 portfolio represents the growth style, and the B/M decile 10 portfolio represents the value style. Similarly, portfolio 1 along the size dimension represents the small-cap style, and portfolio 10 represents the large-cap style. Portfolio pairs 1 and 10 along the B/M and size dimensions characterize the growth-value and the small-cap-large-cap style pairs, respectively.
Next, I combine investors' end-of-month portfolio positions to define an aggregate portfolio and compute the weight (or the relative position) assigned to different styles in this aggregate investor portfolio. One measure of investors' end-of-month position in style S, POS
where N S,t is the number of stocks in style S at the end of month t, N t is the number of stocks in the aggregate investor portfolio at the end of month t, n i,t is the number of shares of stock i in the aggregate portfolio at the end of month t, and P i,t is the end-of-month price of stock i. The style portfolios are redefined at the end of each month.
Equation (1) indicates that a style's weight in the aggregate investor portfolio is influenced by changes in stock prices as well as style redefinitions. To eliminate the effect of price changes, I set the price of each stock to be equal to its average price during the 1991 to 1996 sample period. 9 And to examine whether the style weights are very sensitive to the style redefinition frequency, I consider several style redefinition frequencies. With these modifications, I obtain a second measure of investors' relative position in style S, POS
where P i is the average price of stock i during the sample period. 10 The POS
measure is a weighted sum of the number of shares allocated to stocks within the style portfolio, where the sample-period average stock prices determine the weights. Another way to exclude the mechanical effects of price changes and style redefinitions on the position measure is to use a position benchmark that changes as the stock price and the style portfolio composition changes. In this instance, the difference between the actual and the expected positions in style S (i.e., the unexpected style position) provides a measure of investors' aggregate style preference in month t. Specifically, the third position measure is defined as
Here, EPOS S,t is the expected position or weight assigned to style S in the aggregate market portfolio, and UPOS S,t is the unexpected or excess position assigned to style S in the aggregate individual investor portfolio. If investors did not exhibit any preference for style S and selected stocks based on their weights in the aggregate market portfolio, they would assign the expected weight EPOS S,t to style S, and therefore, UPOS S,t would be 0.
C. Aggregate Style Preferences of Individual Investors
To provide a benchmark that facilitates the interpretation of the new results in the paper, I examine the sample-period average style preferences of individual investors. Using equation (3), every month I measure the investors' unexpected positions in various style portfolios and compute the sample-period averages of these monthly preference measures. I consider three sets of style portfolios by sorting along size, B/M, and price dimensions, and five sets of momentum-based style portfolios, which are defined using past 1-, 3-, 6-, 9-, and 12-month returns.
The aggregate style preference estimates are reported in Table 1 . The results indicate that individual investors exhibit a strong preference for small-cap, value, and low-priced stocks. For instance, they allocate average weights of 11.76% and 39.73% to the lowest and highest size decile portfolios, respectively. In comparison, the corresponding expected average weights (or the weights in the aggregate market portfolio) are 1.41% and 58.75%, respectively. Thus, on average, individual investors over-weight the lowest size decile stocks by 10.35% and under-weight the highest size decile stocks by 19.22%. There is also considerable heterogeneity in individual investors' aggregate style preferences. For instance, investors exhibit a preference for stocks with extreme momentum characteristics. This evidence indicates that individual investors are both trend followers and contrarians, perhaps among different stocks.
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TABLE 1
Aggregate Style Preferences of Individual Investors Table 1 reports the average excess style position (in percentage) in the aggregate portfolio of individual investors in the sample. The portfolios of all investors in the sample are combined to obtain an aggregate individual investor portfolio. The style preference in month t is the difference between the actual and the expected positions in style S. Specifically, it is defined as UPOSS,t = POS S,t − EPOSS,t . Here, UPOSS,t is the unexpected or excess position in style S, and EPOSS,t is the expected position or weight assigned to style S in the aggregate market portfolio. I define POS
, where NS,t is the number of stocks in style S at the end of month t, Nt is the number of stocks in the aggregate investor portfolio at the end of month t, ni,t is the number of shares of stock i in the portfolio at the end of month t, and Pi,t is the end-of-month price of stock i. The sample-period average of style preference measures are reported in the table. The style portfolios are obtained by sorting along size, book-to-market (B/M), and price dimensions. Additionally, five momentum style portfolio based on past 1-, 3-, 6-, 9-, and 12-month returns are defined. The individual investor data are from a large U.S. discount brokerage house for the period 1991 to 1996. 
D. Monthly Preference Shifts across Style Portfolios
To better understand the changing preferences of individual investors, I examine the monthly variation in their style preferences. Using equation (2), I obtain the position time series for two style pairs: i) value and growth and ii) small and large. Figure 1 shows the value and growth style position time series for the aggregate investor portfolio.
12 Two features of this plot are noteworthy. First, there is a strong negative correlation (−0.606) between the two position time series. This evidence indicates that when investors grow more bullish about the value style, they grow relatively less bullish (or bearish) about the growth style, and vice versa. The correlation between the two extreme style portfolios is even more strongly negative (−0.696) when I measure investors' changing style preferences using the unexpected position in a style (see equation (3)).
13 Second, during the S,t , is given by
where NS,t is the number of stocks in style S at the end of month t, Nt is the number of stocks in the aggregate investor portfolio at the end of month t, ni,t is the number of shares of stock i in the portfolio at the end of month t, and Pi is the average price of stock i during the sample period. The position variables are standardized (mean is set to 0 and the standard deviation is 1). The individual investor data are from a large U.S. discount brokerage house for the period 1991 to 1996.
12 The position variables are standardized (mean is set to 0 and the standard deviation is 1) to facilitate the graphical visualization of position time series. 13 There are three large shifts in investors' style-level preferences. I am unable to attribute these to specific events but find that the negative position correlations remain strong (−0.544 and −0.680, respectively) even when I remove the extreme observations. six-year period, there appears to be a gradual shift in the composition of the aggregate investor portfolio away from value and into the growth style.
When I examine the small-cap-large-cap style pair, I find that the position time series correlation is again strongly negative. Figure 2 shows the position time series for small-cap and large-cap styles, where the small-cap and largecap styles are represented by size decile portfolios 1 and 10, respectively. The correlation between the position time series is −0.729. Similar to the case of the growth-value style pair, the correlation between the two time series is more strongly negative (−0.791) when I use the unexpected position measure to capture investors' changing style preferences. The plot also shows that during the 1991-1993 time-period, investors exhibit a strong preference for small-cap stocks, but beginning in 1994 there is a persistent shift away from small-cap stocks. S,t , is given by
Overall, the graphical evidence suggests that investors' different levels of enthusiasm for extreme style portfolios are strongly negatively correlated, which suggests that they are likely to perceive those portfolios as special portfolios. The strong negative correlations are surprising and cannot be explained by pure substitution effects, because when investors grow bullish about a particular style, there is no obvious reason for them to grow less bullish (or bearish) about its opposite style. They could have grown relatively less enthusiastic about all the remaining styles. While this evidence does not explicitly show that investors reallocate funds across extreme style portfolios, the evidence is consistent with one of the main assumptions of the style investing model proposed in Barberis and Shleifer (2003) , where investors fix the total funds allocated to an asset class and reallocate funds across style portfolios within that asset class.
E. Alternative Aggregate Style Preference Measures
To examine whether the negative correlation estimates are very sensitive to the specific choice of the style preference measure, I conduct three additional tests. In the first test, I compute a new set of position time series, where I keep the style compositions fixed for two periods instead of changing them every period. I find that the average correlations between the old and the new position time series for the small-cap, large-cap, growth, and value style portfolios are 0.984, 0.994, 0.984, and 0.989, respectively. The average correlation for all the remaining size and B/M decile portfolios is also very high (0.951). Even when I update the style compositions once every year, the correlations are above 0.900. This evidence indicates that style redefinitions do not add significant variation to the style position time series.
In the second test, I experiment with different ways of keeping the style portfolio composition fixed during the entire sample period. First, I define an extreme style such that stocks assigned to the style belong to that style in each month during the sample period. The remaining stocks are divided into intermediate style portfolios based on their sample period average characteristics. Alternatively, I define all styles using the sample-period average, the first period, or the last period stock characteristics. The results from these relatively conservative style definitions are also very similar to the reported correlation estimates.
Last, I use equation (1) instead of equation (2) to measure aggregate style positions because there might be concerns that the position measure in equation (2) is biased. In particular, the measure underestimates (overestimates) style preference in periods where the stock price is above (below) the average stock price during the period. I find that the average correlation between the position time series obtained using equations (1) and (2) is 0.954 for the growth-value style pair and 0.947 for the small-cap-large-cap style pair. Furthermore, when I use equation (1) to measure aggregate style positions, the correlation between the position time series for the growth and the value style portfolios is −0.635, and the correlation between the position time series for the small-cap and the large-cap style portfolios is −0.677. These correlation estimates indicate that the potential biases in the position measures induced by fixing prices are not significant.
F. Another Robustness Test Using Monte Carlo Simulations
To test the robustness of the graphical evidence of systematic style-level preference shifts, I conduct Monte Carlo (MC) simulations and test the null hypothesis that investors do not systematically shift their preferences across extreme style portfolios. Specifically, I examine whether the negative correlation (ρ S12 ) between the position time series of style portfolios (S 1 and S 2 ) for a given style pair (S 12 ) could have occurred by chance or due to pure substitution effects.
To generate an empirical distribution of ρ S12 , I proceed as follows. First, I form nonoverlapping style portfolios by choosing stocks randomly from the set of stocks in the aggregate investor portfolio, where each style portfolio contains 750 stocks. Next, for each randomly formed style pair, using the aggregate investor portfolio, I obtain the position time series for both styles and compute the position time series correlation. I repeat this process 1,000 times and obtain a distribution of ρ S 12 . The significance level (p-value) with which the null hypothesis can be rejected is given by
where NF is the number of times the position time series correlation obtained from simulation (ρ MC S 12 ) is less than the observed ρ S12 . NREP is the number of times the MC simulations are repeated.
The average ρ S 12 is −0.203 (median is −0.241) in the empirical distribution. The position time series correlation is negative even under the null of random style-level preference shifts because the aggregate value of investors' equity portfolios does not change significantly from one month to another. Thus, due to the aggregate budget constraint and substitution effects, when investors grow bullish about one style portfolio, they would be relatively less bullish (or bearish) about another portfolio.
More importantly, the observed correlations of −0.606 (growth-value style pair) and −0.729 (small-cap-large-cap style pair) are in the left tail of this distribution. I can reject the null hypothesis in both cases, with p-values of 0.023 and 0.002, respectively. This evidence indicates that the observed negative position time series correlations for the growth-value and small-cap-large-cap style pairs are strongly significant. Those negative correlations could not have occurred by pure chance, where investors change their preferences across style portfolios in an idiosyncratic manner. The large magnitudes of these correlations also indicate that they are unlikely to be induced by pure substitution effects.
G. Economic Significance of Style Preference Shifts
While the evidence so far shows that investors' style-level preference shifts are negatively correlated, it does not accurately reveal the magnitude of those preference shifts in economic terms. To measure the economic significance of investors' style preference shifts, I examine the total shifts in the raw style weights in the aggregate individual investor portfolio. I find that the monthly style-level preference shifts aggregate into economically significant shifts in preferences even during the relatively short six-year sample period.
For instance, the weight allocated to the size decile 1 portfolio (i.e., small-cap stocks) at the beginning of the sample period is 12.82%, and the weight declines to 10.72% at the end of the sample period. This shift represents a weight decrease of 2.10% and corresponds to a 16.32% decline in percentage terms. In contrast, the initial and final sample period weights allocated to the highest size decile portfolio (i.e., large-cap stocks) are 33.74% and 42.57%, respectively. This shift represents a weight increase of 8.83% and corresponds to a 26.17% increase in percentage terms. Similarly, when I consider the growth-value style pair, the weight allocated to growth stocks decreases from 23.66% to 18.42%, while the weight allocated to value stocks increases from 9.01% to 11.42%. Overall, these results indicate that investors' style-level preference shifts during the six-year sample period are economically significant.
IV. Determinants of Investors' Style-Level Preference Shifts
Why do investors systematically shift their preferences across extreme style portfolios? Are these shifts driven by changing perceptions of the relative riskiness and profitability of extreme style portfolios, or are they primarily driven by behavioral factors such as style performance chasing and herding?
To identify the main determinants of investors' style preference shifts, I consider the following five sets of variables that are designed to test various hypotheses about investors' preference shifts: i) relative style performance, ii) earnings momentum, iii) analysts' earnings forecast revisions, iv) macroeconomic variables, and v) "expert" advice from investment newsletters. Using a combination of the variance ratio (VR) test, the bivariate VAR methodology, and the multivariate time series estimation framework, I examine the relative abilities of these five groups of variables in order to explain investors' changing style preferences.
A. Measuring Style-Level Preference Shifts
To begin, I define variables that capture investors' monthly style-level preference shifts. The changes in investors' aggregate preferences for a given style S can be measured in a variety of ways using the changes in the composition of the aggregate investor portfolio. One such measure is the equal-weighted average monthly change in investors' preference for style S. It is the average monthly percentage change in the number of stock shares that belong to a style portfolio. 14 More formally, the style preference shift (SPS) measure is defined as
Here, N S,t is the number of stocks in style S at the end of month t, and n i,t is the number of shares of stock i in the aggregate portfolio at the end of month t.
15
14 Because this measure is sensitive to small values of the denominator, I winsorize it at the 0.5 and 99.5 percentile levels. Also, in cases where investors do not hold stock i in month t, I assign a large percentage change value (equal to the 99.5 percentile value of the percentage change measures) to the observation. However, the results are similar even when I exclude those cases from the analysis. 15 The SPS measure is similar to the share-based buy-sell imbalance (BSI) measure used in related studies (e.g., Kumar and Lee (2006) , Barber, Odean, and Zhu (2009b) ). The numerator is the same in both instances (equal to the change in the number of shares during a month), but the denominators differ. In the definition of the monthly BSI measure, the denominator is the total trading volume in the stock during that month, while in the SPS measure, the denominator is the position in the stock at the end of the previous month.
Similar to the position measures, the style portfolios are defined every month, but the results from the asset pricing tests are very similar when the style portfolios are held fixed for two or more periods (see Section V.C).
Under the SPS measure of style preference shifts, the monthly change in the number of shares of each stock that belongs to the style is given an equal weight regardless of the stock's position in the aggregate investor portfolio. This choice is motivated by the evidence in Kumar and Lee (2006) , who argue that an equalweighted measure is more appropriate for measuring changes in sentiment.
Using the preference shifts for styles S 1 and S 2 , I compute the preference shift differential (SPSD) for style pair S 12 as
The SPSD variable is a cross-sectional preference shift measure, which captures shifts in individual investors' overall preference for style S 1 , relative to style S 2 . A positive value of SPSD indicates that investors, on average, are relatively more bullish (or less bearish) about stocks in style S 1 , relative to stocks in style S 2 .
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B. Choice of Explanatory Variables
Several existing theories motivate the choice of the potential determinants of investors' style-level preference shifts. For instance, investors might chase "hot" styles, where they would grow more bearish about poorly performing styles and grow more bullish about relatively better performing styles. Furthermore, style "fads" (Shiller (1984) , (1988)) could induce style-level preference shifts, where a strong preference for a particular style in a given period may be followed by a stronger preference for that style in the following periods.
In addition to focusing on past returns, investors might examine earnings to predict the future performance of a given stock. In this scenario, earnings momentum (e.g., Foster, Olsen, and Shevlin (1984) , Bernard and Thomas (1990) , and Chan, Jegadeesh, and Lakonishok (1996) ) could induce style-level preference shifts. Specifically, a perceptible difference in the earnings momentum of two styles can induce investors to grow more bullish about a particular style and less bullish (or bearish) about the opposite style. Investors who focus on past returns and earnings patterns are less likely to change their style preferences in response to innovations in macroeconomic variables.
Of course, investors could adopt fundamentals-driven trading strategies and be responsive to innovations in macroeconomic variables. In this scenario, investors are more likely to change their style preferences on the basis of relative changes in stocks' expected future cash flows and shifts in discount rates. I use 16 Note that when investors are more bullish about stocks in style S 1 relative to stocks in style S 2 , in dollar terms, they need not necessarily increase their position in style S 1 more than they increase their position in style S 2 . It is easy to construct such examples by picking styles S 1 and S 2 such that S 2 has significantly higher market capitalization than style S 1 . In the context of my study, these types of cases are not problematic. In fact, precisely because dollar-based differential measures would not be able to capture changes in style preferences appropriately (without an appropriate scaling), I use an equal-weighted share-based measure and avoid the value-weighted measures used in the earlier parts of the paper. See Kumar and Lee (2006) for an additional discussion on similar measurement issues.
analysts' revisions in the forecasts of future earnings as a proxy for shifts in investors' expectations about future cash flows. With this assumption, I examine whether, ceteris paribus, a relatively positive revision in analysts' forecasts of value (small) stocks relative to growth (large) stocks induces investors to grow more bullish about value (small) stocks, and vice versa.
Last, investors might seek "expert" advice and follow the stock recommendations of information providers such as investment newsletters. Prior studies have documented a positive correlation between the changing sentiments of individual investors and advice given in investment newsletters (Fisher and Statman (2000) , Goetzmann and Massa (2003) ). In a similar spirit, I examine whether investors' changing style preferences are influenced by the differential sentiment shifts of newsletter analysts across extreme style portfolios.
With this motivation, I consider five sets of variables as potential determinants of individual investors' style-level preference shifts:
The style return differential (RETD) for style pair S 12 in month t, RETD S 12 ,t , is defined as
where S 1 and S 2 are the two styles that constitute style pair S 12 , and R S1,t and R S 2 ,t are the month-t returns on styles S 1 and S 2 , respectively. A style's return is computed as an equal-weighted return of all stocks belonging to that style.
Earnings Momentum
Following the literature on earnings momentum (e.g., Foster et al. (1984) , Bernard and Thomas (1990) , and Chan et al. (1996) ), I use the standardized unexpected earnings (SUE) as a measure of earnings momentum. SUE is defined as
where e iq is the quarterly earnings per share (EPS) for stock i in quarter q. Using eight quarters of earnings prior to quarter q, I compute Δe iq and σ e iq , the mean and the standard deviation of prior quarterly earnings changes, respectively. In month t, the SUE for the most recent quarter is used as a measure of earnings momentum. The EMD for style pair S 12 in month t, EMD S12,t , is defined as
where SUE S1,t and SUE S2,t are the month-t SUE for styles S 1 and S 2 , respectively, and the SUE for style S is the average SUE of all stocks that belong to style S.
Analysts' Earnings Forecast Revisions
The earnings forecast change differential (EFCD) for style pair S 12 in month t is defined as
where ΔEF S,t is the earnings forecast change for style S in month t. It is the mean of analysts' forecast revisions (measured as the percentage change in the EPS estimate) in month t of all stocks that belong to style S.
Macroeconomic Variables
Following Ferson and Schadt (1996) , I consider innovations in the following four macroeconomic variables: i) STIR: the level of short-term interest rate (annualized 30-day Treasury bill yield); ii) TS: the term spread (which provides a measure of the term structure), the difference between the yield of a constantmaturity 10-year Treasury bond and the yield of a three-month Treasury bill; iii) RP: the default risk premium, which represents the difference between the yields of Moody's Baa-rated corporate bond and Aaa-rated corporate bond; and iv) DY: the dividend yield of the S&P 500 index.
Investment Newsletter Sentiment
To capture style-level sentiment shifts (or relative shifts in the degree of bullishness) of newsletter analysts, I code an increase (decrease) in portfolio weight for a stock or an addition (deletion) of a stock into a recommended portfolio as a positive (negative) recommendation. Newsletters' aggregate shift in the degree of bullishness for stock i in month t is defined as
and the NLBSI for style S, a measure of newsletters' shift in the degree of bullishness for a style portfolio as a whole, is the equal-weighted average of individual stock NLBSI measures:
Here, D t is the number of days in month t, POS ijt is the number of positive recommendations for stock i on day j in month t, NEG ijt is the number of negative recommendations for stock i on day j in month t, and N S,t is the number of stocks belonging to style S for which a new recommendation is available in month t. Last, an NLBSI differential sentiment measure (NLBSID) for style pair S 12 in month t is defined as NLBSID S12,t = NLBSI S1,t − NLBSI S2,t .
NLBSID S12,t provides a measure of the relative shift in the degree of newsletters' bullishness for stocks in style S 1 relative to stocks in style S 2 .
C. Persistence in Style Preference Shift Differential Time Series
The first formal statistical test for evidence of persistence in investors' style preferences is the VR test. The VR is a measure of persistence in a time series, and under the null of no persistence, it has a value of 1. If VR > 1, the time series is positively autocorrelated, and VR < 1 indicates a negatively autocorrelated time series.
As discussed earlier, returns-and earnings-induced style shifts are likely to generate a persistent SPSD time series. Additionally, the SPSD time series is likely to exhibit a higher degree of persistence in comparison to the returndifferential time series. I compute VRs for both SPSD and return differential time series. The SPSD of style pair S 12 , SPSD S12,t , is defined in equation (6), and the return differential, RETD S 12 ,t , is defined in equation (7). Following Campbell, Lo, and MacKinlay ((1997) , pp. 48-49) and Froot et al. (2001) , I define the k-period VR statistic for time series
Here, {X k t } T t=k is the k-period moving sum series of the given series {X t } T t=1 , Var(X t ) is its variance, and T is the number of periods in the series. The null hypothesis of an absence of persistence (H 0 ) in the time series is tested by computing a test statistic z, which has a standard normal distribution. Thus, H 0 can be rejected at a 5% significance level if z > 1.96. Table 2 reports the VR measures along with the heteroskedasticity-robust test statistics. The VR for the SPSD series is significantly greater than 1 for the smallcap-large-cap style for all aggregation periods considered, and the test statistic is greater than 1.96. An evidence of VR > 1 for all aggregation periods indicates a strong degree of persistence in the SPSD time series at both higher and lower frequencies. There is also evidence of persistence in the growth-value SPSD series, but that evidence is considerably weaker. Additionally, there is evidence of persistence in the RETD time series, especially for the growth-value style pair, but the degree of persistence in the RETD time series is considerably lower than the persistence in the SPSD time series.
D. Bivariate Vector Autoregressions
In the second set of empirical tests, I examine the lead-lag relation between style-level preference shifts and style returns. For a given style pair, its style preference shift and return differentials (SPSD and RETD) constitute an interrelated system, where each variable can potentially influence the other. Style investors might respond to past return differentials and shift their degree of bullishness across extreme styles, but their style-level preference shifts, in turn, may influence the style return differential. I use a bivariate VAR framework to examine the lead-lag relation between RETD and SPSD variables. I test the null hypothesis that SPSD has no ability to predict RETD, which is essentially a test of the weak form of market efficiency.
I model investors' style-level preference shifts and return differential dynamics using a first-order VAR model (VAR (1) Table 2 reports the variance ratio (VR) statistics of monthly style preference shift and return differentials time series for growth-value and small-cap-large-cap style pairs. Here, SPSD S12 is the preference shift differential for style pair S 12 that contains styles S1 and S2. It is defined as SPSDS 12 ,t = SPSS 1 ,t − SPSS 2,t , where the preference shift (SPS) for style S is given by SPS S,t = 100 NS,t
Here, NS,t is the number of stocks in style S at the end of month t, and ni,t is the number of shares of stock i in the portfolio at the end of month t. RETDS 12 ,t is the return differential for style pair S12 and is defined as RETDS 12 ,t =RS 1,t −RS 2,t , where RS 1,t and RS 2,t are the month-t returns on styles S1 and S2, respectively. The style return is the equal-weighted return of all stocks belonging to the style. The portfolio containing stocks with the lowest B/M ratio (decile portfolio 1) represents the growth style, while the portfolio containing stocks with the largest B/M ratio (decile portfolio 10) represents the value style. Similarly, portfolio 1 along the size dimension represents the small-cap style, while portfolio 10 represents the large-cap style. VR is a measure of persistence in a time series; under the null of no persistence, it has a value of 1. The null hypothesis of an absence of persistence (H0) Here, SPSD S12,t and RETD S12,t are the preference shift and the return differentials for style pair S 12 . If SPSD in the previous period influences the SPSD in the current period, b 11 will be positive and thereby provide additional evidence of persistence in the SPSD time series. Given the results from VR tests, I expect this coefficient to be positive. The influence of past RETD on a style pair's current SPSD is captured by b 12 . A positive value of b 12 would indicate that style-level preference shifts are driven by past relative style performance. The coefficients in the second row of the 2 × 2 coefficient matrix capture the impact of past preference shifts and return differentials on the current style return differential. A positive value of b 21 would indicate that there is predictability in returns, where the SPSD in the previous period has the ability to predict the return differential in the current period. Finally, as in the previous case, if b 22 > 0, there is persistence in RETD time series. The most important coefficient in the VAR coefficient matrix is clearly b 21 , which provides evidence of return predictability using lagged style-level preference shifts. Table 3 presents the VAR estimates and Granger causality probabilities for growth-value and small-cap-large-cap style pairs. For the growth-value style pair, as expected, I find that lagged RETD predicts the current SPSD (b 12 = 0.118 with a t-value of 1.949), but lagged SPSD has only a weak ability to predict current SPSD (b 11 =0.138 with a t-value of 1.412). This provides additional evidence that style-level preference shifts are driven by relative style performance differentials. I also observe persistence in RETD (b 22 = 0.161 with a t-value of 2.339), but lagged SPSD has only a very weak impact on RETD (b 21 = −0.018 with a t-value of −1.095). Additionally, there is no evidence of return predictability in the growth-value style pair. The Granger causality probabilities (see Panel B) summarize and reinforce these observations.
TABLE 3
Vector Autoregression Estimation and Granger Causality Tests Table 3 reports the vector autoregression estimates and Granger causality test probabilities for the following vector autoregressive model of order 1 (VAR(1)):
b22 SPSD S12,t−1 RETD S12,t−1 + ε1t ε2t .
For a given style pair S12, SPSDS 12 ,t is the style preference shift differential, and RETDS 12 ,t is the style pair's return differential. Here, SPSDS 12 ,t = SPSS 1 ,t − SPSS 2 ,t , where the preference shift (SPS) for style S is defined as
Here, NS,t is the number of stocks in style S at the end of month t, and ni,t is the number of shares of stock i in the portfolio at the end of month t. RETDS 12 ,t is defined as RETDS 12 ,t = RS 1 ,t − RS 2,t , where RS 1,t and RS 2,t are the month-t returns on styles S1 and S2, respectively. The style return is the equal-weighted return of all stocks belonging to the style. The portfolio containing stocks with the lowest B/M ratio (decile portfolio 1) represents the growth style, while the portfolio containing stocks with the largest B/M ratio (decile portfolio 10) represents the value style. Similarly, portfolio 1 along the size dimension represents the small-cap style, while portfolio 10 represents the large-cap style. Portfolio pairs 1 and 10 along the B/M and size dimensions define the growth-value and small-cap-large-cap style pairs, respectively. In Panel A, the autoregression estimates for the 1991 to 1996 period are reported, and the t-statistics for the coefficient estimates are shown in parentheses. In Panel B, the probability matrix from Granger causality tests is shown, where a matrix element represents the impact of column variable on the row variable. The individual investor data are from a large U.S. discount brokerage house for the period 1991 to 1996. For the small-cap-large-cap style pair, both lagged RETD and lagged SPSD predict current SPSD (b 11 = 0.223 with a t-value of 1.932, b 12 = 0.217 with a t-value of 2.355). However, the most important part of the VAR estimates is the evidence that lagged SPSD predicts RETD for the small-cap-large-cap style pair. The coefficient b 21 equals 0.232 with a t-value of 2.583, and the corresponding Granger probability is 0.019. These estimates provide evidence of return predictability in the small-cap-large-cap style pair.
Taken together, the VAR estimates provide additional evidence of systematic preference shifts across styles that are driven by past relative style performance. More importantly, the results provide some evidence of return predictability using the lagged style-level preference shift differential measure. Thus, I am able to reject the null hypothesis that investors' style preference shifts have no influence on style returns.
E. Determinants of Style-Level Preference Shifts: Estimation Results
To identify the main determinants of investors' style-level preference shifts, I estimate a time series model for both growth-value and small-cap-large-cap style pairs. I consider the following time series regression specification:
In this specification, S 1 and S 2 are the two styles that define style pair S 12 ; R S 1 ,t and R S 2 ,t are the month-t returns on styles S 1 and S 2 , respectively; SPSD S 12 ,t and RETD S12,t are the month-t style preference shift and return differentials, respectively, for style pair S 12 (see equations (6) and (7)); and RETD S 12 ,t−j:t−k is the cumulative return differential from month t − j to month t − k, where j > k. Among the other independent variables, ΔSTIR t is the change in the shortterm interest rate (annualized 30-day Treasury bill yield) from month t − 1 to month t, ΔTS t is the monthly change in the term spread, ΔRP t is the monthly change in the default risk premium, ΔDY t is the monthly change in the dividend yield of the S&P 500 index in month t, NLBSID S12,t is the investment newsletters' differential sentiment for style pair S 12 in month t (see equation (13)), EMD S 12 ,t is the earnings momentum differential for style pair S 12 in month t (see equation (9)), and EFCD S12,t is the earnings forecast change differential for style pair S 12 in month t (see equation (10)). Last, ε S12,t is the error term.
If investors systematically change their style preferences, where their degree of bullishness for style S 1 relative to style S 2 increases when stocks in style S 1 earn higher returns than stocks in style S 2 , there would be positive and significant loadings on the contemporaneous and lagged RETD variables (i.e., b i > 0, i = 1, 2, 3). Furthermore, the lagged SPSD variable would have a positive and significant coefficient estimate (i.e., b 5 > 0). Significant values for coefficients b 5 , b 6 , b 7 , and b 8 would indicate that investors' style-level preference shifts are influenced by innovations in macroeconomic variables. The coefficient b 9 characterizes the influence of investment newsletters' differential sentiments on investors' stylelevel preference shifts. If b 10 > 0, it would indicate that investors rationally change style preferences based on relative style earnings. Finally, if b 11 > 0, it would suggest that investors' style preferences change in response to shifts in their assessments of the relative future cash flows of styles S 1 and S 2 . Table 4 reports the time series estimation results. In Panel A, I summarize the influence of all five sets of explanatory variables on investors' style-level preference shifts. The estimation results for both the growth-value and the small-caplarge-cap style pairs are presented in Panel B.
I carry out a series of univariate regressions (results unreported) for the growth-value style pair, where each one of the 11 explanatory variables is used in the time series specification one at a time. I find that the coefficient estimates are positive and significant for the contemporaneous RETD, the one-month lagged RETD, the one-month lagged SPSD, the one-month lagged NLBSID, and the one-month lagged EMD. The past six-month cumulative RETD has a statistically insignificant coefficient estimate, and neither of the macroeconomic variables has a statistically significant coefficient estimate. Last, I find that the one-month lagged EFCD variable has a negative and marginally significant coefficient estimate (−0.042 with a t-value of −1.865).
These coefficient estimates indicate that investors' style-level preference shift differentials are induced by both past style returns and earnings differentials.
TABLE 4
Determinants of Cross-Sectional Preference Shifts across Style Portfolios Table 4 reports the estimation results for the following time series regression: SPSDS 12 ,t = b0 + b1RETDS 12 ,t + b2RETD S12,t−1 + b3RETD S12,t−6:t−1 + b4SPSD S12,t−1 + b5ΔSTIR t−1 + b6ΔTS t−1 + b7ΔRP t−1 + b8ΔDY t−1 + b9NLBSID S12,t−1 + b10EMD S12,t−1 + b11EFCD S12,t−1 + εS 12 ,t , t = 7, 8, . . . , T.
In this specification, S1 and S2 are the two styles that define style pair S12; RS 1,t and RS 2,t are the month-t returns on styles S1 and S2, respectively; SPSDS 12 ,t and RETDS 12 ,t are the month-t preference-shift and return differentials, respectively, for style pair S12; RETDS 12 ,t is defined as RETDS 12 ,t = RS 1 ,t − RS 2 ,t ; and RETD S12,t−j:t−k is the cumulative return differential from month t − j to month t − k, where j > k. The style preference shift differential (SPSD) for style pair S12 is given by SPSDS 12 ,t = SPSS 1 ,t − SPSS 2 ,t , where the preference shift (SPS) for style S is defined as
Here, NS,t is the number of stocks in style S at the end of month t, and ni,t is the number of shares of stock i in the portfolio at the end of month t; STIRt is the level of short-term interest rate (annualized 30-day Treasury bill yield) in month t; TSt is the term spread in month t and provides a measure of the term structure, the difference between the yield of a constant-maturity 10-year Treasury bond and the yield of a three-month Treasury bill; RPt is the default risk premium in month t and represents the difference between the yields of Moody's Baa-rated corporate bond and Aaa-rated corporate bond; DYt is the dividend yield of the S&P 500 index in month t; and NLBSIDS 12 ,t is style pair S12's buy-sell imbalance differential for investment newsletters in month t, and it is defined as NLBSIDS 12 ,t = NLBSIS 1,t − NLBSIS 2,t , where
NLBSIi,t and NLBSIit = Here, Dt is the number of days in month t, POSijt is the number of positive recommendations for stock i on day j in month t, NEGijt is the number of negative recommendations for stock i on day j in month t, and NS is the number of stocks belonging to style S. EMDS 12 ,t is the earnings momentum differential for style pair S12 in month t. It is the difference between the average standardized unexpected earnings (SUE) for styles S1 and S2, respectively (see equation (9)). EFCDS 12 ,t is the earnings forecast change differential for style pair S12 in month t, and it is defined as EFCDS 12 ,t = ΔEFS 1,t − ΔEFS 2,t , where ΔEFS,t is the earnings forecast change for style S. It is the mean of analysts' forecast revisions in month t of all stocks that belong to style S. Finally, εS 12 ,t is the error term. Panel A summarizes the time series regression results, and Panel B reports the time series regression estimates for both growth-value and small-cap-large-cap style pairs. The estimation period is January 1991 to November 1996. The Newey-West (1987) adjusted t-values of the coefficient estimates are shown in parentheses below the estimates. The individual investor data are from a large U.S. discount brokerage house for the period 1991 to 1996.
(continued on next page) Investment newsletters' differential sentiment shifts influence investors' stylelevel preference shifts too. A positive and significant coefficient estimate for one-month lagged SPSD in a univariate setting provides additional evidence of persistent style-level preference shifts, but the coefficient estimate becomes insignificant when the estimation is carried out in a multivariate setting with lagged RETD variables. In contrast, the positive coefficient estimates for one-month lagged NLBSID and one-month lagged EMD variables remain positive and significant even in the multivariate setting (see column (4)). The time series estimation results are qualitatively similar for the small-caplarge-cap style pair (see column (8)), though there are a few notable differences. First, the relation between SPSD and RETD is stronger for the small-cap-largecap style pair, which is further reinforced by a positive and significant coefficient estimate for the lagged SPSD variable (0.055 with a t-value of 2.048). In addition, the coefficient estimates for macroeconomic variables are statistically significant in univariate regressions, but they become statistically insignificant when other explanatory variables are added to the regression specification. Second, the impact of earnings momentum on investors' style-level preference shifts is significant for the small-cap-large-cap style pair, but the impact is considerably weaker than that of the growth-value style pair.
Several conclusions can be drawn from these time series estimation results. First, the estimates indicate that past style returns and earnings differentials and differential newsletter sentiments are the key determinants of investors' style-level preference shifts. Second, the relative style performance has stronger influence on the small-cap-large-cap style pair, while the influence of earnings momentum is stronger for the growth-value style pair. Third, these results indicate that investors are, at the very best, only weakly influenced by innovations in macroeconomic variables and shifts in their expectations about stocks' future cash flows.
F. Other Determinants of Style Preference Shifts
To further understand the sources of style popularity, I consider extended time series regression specifications with the following additional explanatory variables: i) firm age weight differential: the difference between the weight allocated to younger (age quintile 1) firms and older (age quintile 5) firms; ii) total volatility weight differential: the difference between the weight allocated to high (quintile 5) volatility firms and low (quintile 1) volatility firms; and iii) dividend yield weight differential: the difference between the weight allocated to high (quintile 5) and low (quintile 1) dividend yield firms.
In addition, I consider two different types of industry-level preference shift measures. In the first instance, I compute the SPS for each of the 48 Fama and French (1997) industries, extract the five principal components, and then use them as explanatory variables in equation (16). In the second case, I use the SPS time series for the five industries with the highest concentration of individual investors: computers, utilities, drugs, telecommunications, and retail.
I estimate several specifications of equation (16) and find that neither of these additional factors is a significant determinant of investors' style preference shifts across size and B/M style pairs. In univariate specifications, a few industry factors are statistically significant, but they become insignificant when I include the returns, earnings, and newsletter sentiment measures (RETD, EMD, and NLBSID) in the regression specification. This evidence indicates that returns, earnings, and newsletter recommendations are stronger determinants of individual investors' style preference shifts.
G. Do Newsletter Recommendations Predict Future Cash Flows?
In the current analysis, motivated by the findings in Graham and Harvey (1996) and Metrick (1999) , I interpret newsletters' recommendation changes as a sentiment indicator, but it is possible that newsletter recommendations contain information about stocks' future cash flows. In fact, newsletter recommendations might be even better predictors of future cash flows than analysts' earnings revisions.
To examine whether newsletter recommendation changes reflect information about future cash flows, I determine whether the recommendations are more positive for the style that has higher realized earnings in the future. Specifically, I estimate the following time series regression specification:
In this specification, S 1 and S 2 are the two styles that define style pair S 12 ; EARND S 12 ,t is the difference in the average realized earnings differential for style pair S 12 in month t;
17 NLBSID S 12 ,t−1 is the investment newsletters' differential sentiment for style pair S 12 in month t − 1 (see equation (13)); EFCD S 12 ,t−1 is the earnings forecast change differential for style pair S 12 in month t −1 (see equation (10)); and ε S 12 ,t is the error term.
The time series estimation results indicate that while analysts' earnings forecast revisions have some predictive ability, shifts in newsletter recommendations are not good predictors of future cash flows. Specifically, for the growth-value style pair, the b 1 and b 2 estimates are −0.148 (t-stat = −1.525) and 0.106 (t-stat = 1.837), respectively. And for the small-cap-large-cap style pair, the b 1 and b 2 estimates are −0.122 (t-stat = −1.110) and 0.084 (t-stat = 0.761), respectively. I also find that newsletter recommendations and analysts' forecast revisions are weakly correlated. The correlations for growth-value and small-cap-large-cap style pairs are −0.059 and 0.073, respectively. Overall, the evidence indicates that newsletter recommendation changes reflect sentiment changes and are unlikely to convey information about stocks' future cash flows.
V. Do Style-Level Preference Shifts Affect Style Returns?
In the remaining sections of the paper, I examine whether investors' coordinated style-level preference shifts influence returns. Specifically, using the SPSD variable, I examine whether investors' style-level preference shifts have incremental power over the commonly employed risk factors (RMRF, SMB, HML, and UMD) in explaining style returns.
A. Correlations Estimates
To begin, I examine the correlations among the common risk factors and the SPSD measures for both growth-value and small-cap-large-cap style pairs. Table 5 reports the correlation matrix. I find that the SPSD measure for both growth-value and small-cap-large-cap style pairs is moderately correlated with the common risk factors. In particular, the SPSD SL for the small-cap-largecap style pair is positively correlated with RMRF (correlation is 0.221), SMB Table 5 reports the correlation matrix for the standard risk factors and the style pair preference shift differentials of individual investors during the 1991 to 1996 sample period. Here, RMRF is the market return in excess of the risk-free rate, SMBt is the size factor, HMLt is the value factor, UMDt is the momentum factor, SPSDGV is the preference shift differential for the growth-value style pair, and SPSDSL is the preference shift differential for the small-cap-large-cap style pair. The preference shift differential (SPSD) for style pair S12 is given by SPSDS 12 ,t = SPSS 1,t − SPSS 2,t , where the preference shift (SPS) for style S is defined as SPSS,t = 100 NS,t
Here, NS,t is the number of stocks in style S at the end of month t, and ni,t is the number of shares of stock i in the portfolio at the end of month t. (correlation is 0.310), and HML (correlation is 0.124). Furthermore, SPSD SL is negatively correlated with SPSD GV , where the correlation is −0.191. The SPSD GV for the growth-value style pair is moderately correlated with the risk factors, and, in particular, the correlation with HML is −0.241. These correlation estimates indicate that individual investors' style-level preference shifts, as captured by SPSD, are likely to be a significant source of comovement in returns of stocks that belong to a style pair.
B. Multifactor Time Series Model
To examine the influence of investors' style-level preference shifts on returns, I follow the methodology in Kumar and Lee (2006) and consider a fivefactor time series model. The first three factors in the model are the Fama-French factors (Fama and French (1992) ), the fourth factor is the momentum factor Titman (1993), Carhart (1997) ), and the fifth factor is the SPSD variable. The following factor model is estimated:
Here, R S,t is the rate of return on the style portfolio (an equal-weighted return of all stocks that belong to style S), R f ,t is the risk-free rate of return, RMRF t is the market return in excess of the risk-free rate, SMB t is the size factor, HML t is the value factor, UMD t is the momentum factor, SPSD S12,t is the preference shift differential variable for style pair S 12 (see equation (6)), and ε S,t is the residual return on style portfolio S.
C. Full Sample Estimates
The full sample multifactor regression estimates for growth-value and smallcap-large-cap style pairs are presented in Table 6 . When I use SPSD as the only explanatory variable, it is statistically significant in all four style portfolios and can explain about 4%-11% of the variation in the style portfolio returns. For instance, when I consider the growth portfolio, the SPSD coefficient estimate is 0.359 (t-stat = 4.902), and the adjusted R 2 is 0.109. The SPSD coefficient estimate is strongly positive (= 0.189 with a t-stat of 3.702) even when I estimate a five-factor model that includes the four common risk factors. In this case, there is a significant jump in the adjusted R 2 from 0.871 to 0.919.
TABLE 6
Time Series Factor Model Estimates for Style Portfolios Table 6 reports the time series factor model estimates for four style portfolios: i) growth, ii) value, iii) small-cap, and iv) largecap. The following time series factor model is estimated:
RS,t − Rf,t = αS + β1S RMRFt + β2S SMBt + β3S HMLt + β4S UMDt + β5S SPSDS 12 ,t + εS,t , t = 1, 2, . . . , T.
Here, RS,t is the rate of return on the style portfolio (an equal-weighted return of all stocks that belong to style S), Rf,t is the risk-free rate of return, RMRFt is the market return in excess of the risk-free rate, SMBt is the size factor, HMLt is the value factor, UMDt is the momentum factor, SPSDS 12 ,t is the preference shift differential variable for style pair S12, and εS,t is the residual return on the style portfolio. The style preference shift differential (SPSD) for style pair S12 is given by SPSDS 12 ,t = SPSS 1,t − SPSS 2 ,t , where the preference shift (SPS) for style S is defined as
Here, NS,t is the number of stocks in style S at the end of month t, and ni,t is the number of shares of stock i in the portfolio at the end of month t. The portfolio containing stocks with the lowest B/M ratio (decile 1) represents the growth style, while the portfolio containing stocks with the largest B/M ratio (decile 10) represents the value style. Similarly, decile portfolios 1 and 10 along the size dimension represent the small-cap and the large-cap styles, respectively. The estimation period is from January 1991 to November 1996. The Newey-West (1987) The SPSD coefficient estimates are economically significant as well. For instance, a one-standard-deviation shift in SPSD corresponds to a 0.197 × 12 = 2.364% (0.189 × 12 = 2.268%) shift in the annual returns of the small-cap (growth) style portfolio. The influence of SPSD is weaker for value and largecap style portfolios, where a one-standard-deviation shift in SPSD corresponds to only about a 1% shift in annual returns.
In untabulated analysis, I find that the SPSD coefficient estimates are similar when I use a slightly different definition of SPS and hold the style portfolio definition fixed for two months. The SPSD coefficient estimates for growth, value, small-cap, and large-cap portfolios are 0.265 (t-stat = 2.505), 0.087 (t-stat = −2.754), 0.215 (t-stat = 3.032), and −0.066 (t-stat = −1.844), respectively.
Last, I examine whether SPSD can also explain a significant part of the variation in the HML and the SMB factors. Given the moderate correlations between the SPSD measures and the common risk factors (see Table 5 ), not surprisingly, I find that when HML is the dependent variable and SPSD GV is the only explanatory variable, SPSD GV has a coefficient estimate of −0.180 (t-stat = −2.788), and the adjusted R 2 is 0.045. And when SMB is the dependent variable and SPSD SL is the only explanatory variable, SPSD SL has a coefficient estimate of 0.258 (t-stat = 2.761), and the adjusted R 2 is 0.099. Overall, the full sample estimates indicate that investors' style preference shifts have statistically and economically significant influence on style returns.
D. Subsample Estimates
As shown earlier (see Section III.C and Table 1), the aggregate investor portfolio has an overall tilt toward small-cap and value styles at the beginning of the sample period, but there is a gradual shift toward large-cap and growth styles during the sample period. To examine the potential impact of such style drift on the magnitude of returns comovements induced by investors' style preference shifts, I estimate the multifactor time series model separately for the 1991 to 1993 and 1994 to 1996 subperiods. The subperiod analysis also allows me to test the predictions of a clientele-based model of returns comovement proposed in Barberis et al. (2005) , which posits that the impact of demand shocks generated by investors' systematic preference shifts would be stronger when those investors are in a greater concentration within the style. Thus, as the individual investor concentration within a style varies due to shifts in style preferences, the strength of return comovements could also vary.
The subperiod estimation results are shown in Figure 3 . For brevity, I only report the SPSD coefficient estimates, and to facilitate comparison, I report the full sample coefficient estimates. I find that during the first half of the sample period, the loading on SPSD is positive and significant for growth, value, and small-cap style portfolios. This evidence indicates that investors' style-level preference shifts are a significant source of comovement in the returns of both growth and value stocks as well as small stocks.
During the second half of the sample period, I find that the coefficient estimate of SPSD becomes stronger (it increases from 0.133 to 0.212) for the growth style, while it gets weaker (it decreases from 0.215 to 0.114) for the small-cap RS,t − Rf,t = αS + β1S RMRFt + β2S SMBt + β3S HMLt + β4S UMDt + β5S SPSDS 12 ,t + εS,t , t = 1, 2, . . . , T.
Here, NS,t is the number of stocks in style S at the end of month t, and ni,t is the number of shares of stock i in the portfolio at the end of month t. Four style portfolios are examined: i) growth (B/M decile portfolio 1), ii) value (B/M decile portfolio 10), iii) small-cap (size decile portfolio 1), and iv) large-cap (size decile portfolio 10). Three estimation periods are considered: i) January 1991 to November 1996, ii) January 1991 to December 1993, and iii) January 1994 to November 1996. The individual investor data are from a large U.S. discount brokerage house for the period 1991 to 1996.
style portfolio. In contrast, the coefficient estimate of SPSD for the value style portfolio becomes considerably weaker and is no longer significant. Additionally, the loading on SPSD becomes negative and significant for the large-cap style portfolio. These subsample estimates indicate that the strength of return comovements induced by style-level preference shifts is time-varying. Collectively, the multifactor time series estimation results indicate that SPSD has incremental explanatory power over the common risk factors in explaining style returns. These results also indicate that the aggregate investor portfolio's style drift influences the strength of comovements in returns induced by stylelevel preference shifts. Specifically, when investors grow more bullish about a certain style, there is an increase in the degree of comovement in returns among stocks that belong to that style. This evidence is consistent with the "habitat" model of return comovements proposed in Barberis et al. (2005) .
E. Do Changes in Investors' Expectations of Future Cash Flows
Influence Returns?
The evidence thus far shows that investors' style preference shifts are not influenced by changes in analysts' expectations of future earnings but that those preference shifts influence stock returns. However, this evidence does not indicate that investors' changing expectations of future cash flows do not influence style returns because expectation changes could be related to returns through a direct channel. To examine directly whether changes in investors' expectations of future cash flows or style preference shifts have a stronger influence on returns, I add both EFCD and NLBSID in the multifactor model (see equation (18)) and carry out a "horse race" between investors' expectations and style preference shifts.
I find that for the growth style portfolio, the coefficient estimates for EFCD and NLBSID are 0.132 (t-stat = 0.698) and 0.018 (t-stat = 0.095), respectively. Both the coefficient estimates are statistically insignificant even for the value style portfolio. The coefficient estimates for EFCD and NLBSID are −0.153 (t-stat = −0.634) and 0.110 (t-stat = 0.442), respectively. Similarly, when I consider the small-cap style portfolio, the coefficient estimates for EFCD and NLBSID are 0.019 (t-stat = 0.332) and −0.005 (t-stat = −0.084), respectively. And when I consider the large-cap style portfolio, the coefficient estimates for EFCD and NLBSID are 0.050 (t-stat = 0.189) and 0.028 (t-stat = 0.105), respectively.
In contrast, in all these regressions, the coefficient estimates for SPSD remain virtually unchanged from those reported in Table 6 . These robustness test results indicate that investors' style preference shifts, rather than changes in their expectations about future cash flows, influence style returns.
F. Within-Style Correlations
To further examine the relation between investors' style-level preference shifts and returns, I focus on the variation in the strength of returns comovements as the magnitude of style-level preference shifts varies. Specifically, I estimate the average correlation among stocks that belong to a style in different subperiods. I use a k-month rolling window to compute correlations between pairs of stocks that belong to style S. The average value of these pairwise correlations is used as a measure of the strength of comovement within style S. And the average value of the absolute SPSD for style pair S 12 during the k-month period is used as a measure of the strength of style-level preference shifts.
Each month I randomly pick 10,000 pairs of stocks from style S 1 and compute the correlation between each of these stock pairs using the past 12-month returns. 18 The average of the correlation estimates provides an estimate of the strength of comovements within style S 1 . I use the correction proposed in Forbes and Rigobon (2002) to adjust the average correlation measure for heteroskedasticity. The procedure is repeated for style S 2 . During the same 12-month period, I also measure the average absolute SPSD for style pair S 12 . Figure 4 shows the average style correlations for both small-cap and largecap styles and the average absolute SPSD for the small-cap-large-cap style pair. I find that the average style correlation is higher (lower) when the absolute SPSD is higher (lower). A similar but less pronounced relation is observed (not reported) for the growth-value style pair. Overall, the graphical evidence indicates that the strength of comovements within a style is positively related to the intensity of the style-level preference shifts. These findings are broadly consistent with the predictions of Barberis and Shleifer's (2003) style investing model.
FIGURE 4
Time Variation in Within-Style Correlations Figure 4 shows the time variations in the average within-style return correlations for small-cap and large-cap styles. The average absolute style preference shift differential (SPSD) for this style pair is also plotted. Portfolio 1 along the size dimension represents the small-cap style, portfolio 10 represents the large-cap style, and portfolio pairs 1 and 10 define the small-cap-large-cap style pair. The average style correlation is computed as follows: Each month, I randomly select 10,000 pairs of stocks from the small-cap style and compute the correlation between each of the stock pairs using the past 12-month returns. The average of these correlations provides an estimate of the degree of comovement within the small-cap style. The procedure is repeated for the large-cap style. During the same 12-month period, I also measure the average absolute preference shift differential for the small-cap-large-cap style pair. The SPSD for style pair S12 is given by SPSDS 12 ,t = SPSS 1,t − SPSS 2 ,t , where the preference shift (SPS) for style S is defined as SPSS,t = 100 NS,t NS,t i=1 ni,t − n i,t−1 n i,t−1 .
Here, NS,t is the number of stocks in style S at the end of month t, and ni,t is the number of shares of stock i in the portfolio at the end of month t. Both the absolute SPSD and the within-style correlation measures are standardized (mean is set to 0 and the standard deviation is 1). The individual investor data are from a large U.S. discount brokerage house for the period 1991 to 1996.
VI. Summary and Conclusions
This study examines whether the systematic style-level preference shifts of individual investors influence stock returns. Using data from a large U.S. discount brokerage house, I provide strong evidence of systematic preference shifts across extreme style portfolios (value vs. growth, small vs. large). When investors grow bullish about a certain style, such as small-cap or value, they grow relatively less bullish (or bearish) about the opposite style (i.e., large-cap and growth, respectively), and vice versa.
These strong negative correlations are surprising and cannot be explained by pure substitution effects, because when investors grow bullish about a particular style, there is no obvious reason for them to grow less bullish (or bearish) about its opposite style. They could have grown relatively less enthusiastic about all the remaining styles. While this evidence does not explicitly show that investors reallocate funds across extreme style portfolios, the evidence is consistent with one of the main assumptions of the style investing model proposed in Barberis and Shleifer (2003) .
Examining the determinants of investors' changing style preferences, I find that those shifts are sensitive to past style returns and earnings differentials. Those changing preferences are also influenced by the differential style-level sentiment shifts among investment newsletter analysts. In contrast, investors' style-level preference shifts are not influenced by innovations in macroeconomic variables or shifts in their expectations about stocks' future cash flows.
Examining the impact of style-level preference shifts on style returns, I find that the demand shocks induced by systematic preference shifts generate comovements in returns along style-based attributes. The contemporaneous relation between style returns and investors' preference shifts is strong, and I also find weak evidence of style return predictability. Additionally, I find that the strength of return comovements within a given style is positively related to the magnitude of preference shifts into that style. These results are consistent with the "habitat" model of returns comovement proposed in Barberis et al. (2005) .
Overall, these results indicate that the process of categorization is likely to be an important aspect of investors' portfolio decisions. In a slightly broader sense, the results suggest that nonfundamental factors, and more importantly, factors that are generated endogenously through the process of trading itself, are likely to be important determinants of comovements in stock returns. Systematic preference shifts across extreme style portfolios represent one mechanism that generates coordinated demand shocks, and previous studies have documented the importance of other mechanisms such as heterogeneity in beliefs, institutional demand shifts, investor sentiment, and preference shifts induced by economy-wide demographic changes. It would be interesting to examine the relative importance of these mechanisms in terms of their ability to generate comovements in returns.
